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St. Matthew’s Music Guild
Archangel (Capital Gifts)
We gratefully acknowledge the  following  

persons who,  over the years, have made 
major capital gifts to St. Matthew’s 
Church and Music Guild and whose 
generosity has thereby significantly 
enhanced the musical life of St. Matthew’s 
Parish and the larger community.

William and Kathy Bitting
Patricia Oppenheim
J. Douglas and Marian Pardee
Hoyt S. Pardee (deceased) and Viorica 

Pardee
Martha Newman Ragland (deceased)
Peter and Susan Tortorici
Ralph and Mary Waycott (deceased)

St. Matthew’s Music Guild Subscribers 
and Donors

Seraphim ($5000+)
AAM and JSS Charitable Fund
Anonymous Corporate Gifts
Hal and Maribeth Borthwick
 Concertmaster Chair Sponsors
Los Angeles County Arts Commission
MacTon Foundation
St. Matthew’s Music Guild Endowment 

Fund

Angel ($2500+)
Anonymous
Lynne Brickner and Jerry Gallard
 Principal Oboe Chair Sponsors 
William and Kathy Bitting
 Principal Cello Chair Sponsors
Bryan and Mary Conley
 Principal Trumpet Chair Sponsors
Don and Tam Dickerson
 Principal Viola Chair Sponsors 
Cindy Dunne
 Principal Bassoon Chair Sponsor in 

memory of Glenn Ossiander
Ann Graham Ehringer
 Principal Clarinet Sponsor
June and Carl Phelps
George-Ann Tobin
 Principal Flute Chair Sponsor

Gold Patron ($1000+)
William and Barbara Blatt   
John and Catherine Carrick
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Carol Clemmensen       
Karen Chorney and Tom Lane   
Gregory J. Pottie and Aldo R. Cos        
Anne K. Costin   
Gordon and Karen Dressler   
Richard Cullen and Robert Finnerty       
Ann Gooding   
Peter and Elizabeth Goulds
Daryn and Bill Horton   
Pat and John Jakle   
Judy and Steaven Jones   
Richard and Heidi Landers in support of music 

outreach  
Pamela Markovitz   
Robert and Noel Merz        
Tom and Robin Neenan*
John and Judy O’Reilly       
Viorica Pardee
Kent Sather  
Susan Siphron*   
George and Ann Smith*   
Dorry and Michael Tooke*  
The Rev. and Mrs. William Wallace*   
Victoria Warren in memory of John Warren*

Silver Patron ($750+)
Kenneth and Jane Anderson       
Sarah Doering         
Peter Dubrawski       
Simon and Barbara Gamer
John Graham and Margaret Fetter
Diane Guyett in loving memory of Bob Guyett   
Linda Kagel         
Elizabeth and Dan Keatinge        
Wayne and Judith Marcus       
Jane Wingfield and Vincent Narcisi  
Charles and Lawry Meister   
Vance and Patricia Meyer   
Margaret Miller   
Dwayne S. Milburn
Marion and Leo E Orr, Jr   
Carl Spring   
Cheryl and Peter Zomber   

Sponsor ($500+)
Sarah Adams        
Liz Ames   
Janet Davis and Peter Crosby         
Cindy and Mike Davis
Armond and Josephine Habiby
Wally and Maida Hastings       
Paul Kruger and Val Holwerda        
Ann Kerr   

Please notify the Music Guild Office (310-573-7787, ext. 127) of any 
errors or omissions. Subscriber List continues on page 8
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PROGRAM

Musica Ricercata No. 1 György Ligeti 
   1923 - 2006

“Unmeasured” Prelude in F major Louis Couperin 
   1626 - 1661

Holding Patterns (2022) Anthony Cheung

Sonata in C-sharp minor, Op. 27, No. 2 (Quasi una fantasia) Ludwig van Beethoven 
 Adagio sostenuto  1770 - 1827 
 Allegretto 
 Presto agitato

INTERMISSION 
Please join us for refreshments and conversation on the patio

Ballade (2005) Kaija Saariaho

Intermezzo in F-minor, Op. 118, No. 4 Johannes Brahms
   1833 - 1897

Sandglass (2022) Andrea Casarrubios

“Warum” (from Fantasiestücke, Op. 12) Robert Schumann
   1810 - 1856

Sonata in E-flat major, Op. 27, No. 1 (Quasi una fantasia) Beethoven 
 Andante - Allegro - Andante 
 Allegro molto e vivace 
 Adagio con espressione
 Allegro vivace

Access the complete concert program with 
the QR code on the left. Make sure you 
are on the St. Matthew’s Church guest 
wi-fi then point your device’s camera at 
the code like you would at a restaurant 
menu. Click on the link to open the Music 
Guild website. Scroll to tonight’s program 
and click on “PDF of program.”

Mr. Kaplan’s appearance is sponsored by the Music Guild Endowment Fund. 
For more information about the fund, please see page 7.
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Tonight’s program for you all in this beautiful space at St. 
Matthews, “Quasi una fantasia,” explores the grey area 

between composition and improvisation. I play works that 
are in some way improvisatory, whether in the performative 
or interpretive freedom suggested by their content, or in the 
flow of ideas evident in the process of their composition. 

Sometimes the fantastical element is counterintuitive: in the 
Ligeti, for example, it is the singularity of idea that lends an 
improvisational streak, though its structure is rigidly planned, 
and its performance tolerates little interpretive freedom. 

All solo keyboard music is in some sense rooted in impro-
visation, since its original genre was the “prelude.” The pre-
lude was always the functional, public cousin of the private, 
perhaps dysfunctional “fantasy:” it warms up a room, warms 
up an audience, warms up a “key,” warms up a keyboard, 
and warms up a keyboardist. It prepares for something else 
to happen afterwards-- something more preconceived, and 
probably more substantial. 

I have structured tonight’s program as a series of preludes to 
fantasies, as it were, though I suppose this pattern should be-
gin to break down as the evening progresses.

The first of these preludes is sourced from the inventive, 
stimulating, and stylistically eclectic  a relatively early cy-

cle of miniatures by Gyorgy Ligeti. Each of the eleven pieces 
adds a note, until fugal texture is saturated by all twelve tones. 
The first piece in the set, though, an ostinato that grows from 
a whisper to a roar, begins our concert with (mostly) just one 
note, refracted across the whole keyboard. 

Louis Couperin, uncle of the more famous François  
Couperin, wrote numerous short works for solo harp-

sichord that test the tune of the instrument and warm up 
the instrumentalist. Called “unmeasured preludes,” they are 
printed as a series of whole notes contained by no meter—a 
notation Couperin himself invented. Some notes are linked 
together by slurs, and their 
possible combination into 
scales, trills, chords, and 
other idiomatic gestures 
gives some clue as to their 
appropriate execution; 
but the rhythm is most of 
all up to the player’s sense 
of bon gout, or good taste. 
Some of these preludes 
are more spirited toccatas that lead to a short contrapuntal 
section in strict time; but this one in F major belongs to the 
more contemplative and elegiac tombeau style. 
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Anthony Cheung tells us the following about Holding 
Patterns:

Intermittent wet under
cloud cover, dry
where you are. All day
this rain without

you—so many planes
above the cloud line
carrying strangers
either closer or

farther away from
one another while
you and I remain
grounded... 

Timothy Liu, “Holding Pattern”

“Holding Patterns was written for David Ka-
plan, who suggested a dialogue with the work 
of Chris Cerrone as a starting point. Taking the 
opening four notes from the second movement 
of Chris’ piano concerto, the initial gesture ex-
pands, glides, and revolves, sometimes getting 
blown off course before returning to its point 
of origin. New patterns emerge, as do melodies 
embedded within their shifting accents. The 
second movement’s independent layers are in a 
state of perpetual drift, until they finally snap 
together with magnetized strings. The flowing 
patterns of the final section are rounded off 
and occasionally made unseen by the pedal, 
expanding and contracting with flurries of ac-
tivity.”

--Anthony Cheung, May 2022

Kaija Saariaho writes the following regard-
ing her intense, volatile, yet limpid Bal-

lade, which 
she com-
posed for 
the eminent pianist Eman-
uel Ax:
 “In this short piece 
I wanted to write music 
with a melody that grows 
out of the texture before 
descending into it again; 

a work that constantly shifts from a complex, multi-layered 
texture to concentrated single lines and back again. “
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“Why Ballade?” Manny asked specifically for a piece bear-
ing this title, and I wrote it for him in July 2005.”
--Kaija Saariaho

Going back to its roots in the music of Chopin, Liszt, 
Brahms, and other romantics, the ballade genre com-

bines improvisation with the cyclic structure of narrative 
poetry. Saariaho’s contribution to the genre connects espe-
cially to the improvisatory element, like an ecstatic oration 
from an otherworldly deity. 

Schumann’s mysterious title “Why,” or… “Warum?”, 
seems like a child interrogating the stars. My perfor-

mance in no way presumes to answer the question. 

Andrea Casarrubios is a highly regarded cellist origi-
nally from Spain, and increasingly so, a composer of 

finely nuanced, richly sonorous, and expressive composi-
tions. I approached her to write something for me spe-
cifically with this program in mind, and the contemplative 
piano miniature she composed immediately reminded me 
of the late works of Johannes Brahms—Ops. 116-119. 
Andrea’s beautiful new piece, Sandglass, is paired tonight 
with the fourth piece from Brahms’ Op. 118, an enigmatic 
number that buries an obsessive canon within a sinewy tex-
ture of constant figurations, keeping the listener at a slow 
simmer throughout. 

Ludwig van Beethoven was a hell of an improviser at the 
keyboard, even by admission of those who disliked his 

playing, and in the two Sonatas Op. 27, “quasi una fanta-
sia,” he applies improvisational principles to compositional 
process. These two revelations from the early days of the 
nineteenth century form the structural pillars of tonight’s 
recital. The contemplative mood of the “Moonlight” So-
nata’s dreamy opening aria is well known, as is the stormy 
affect of its finale; but the Moonlight’s sibling sonata in E-
flat Major is much less famous. On the surface, it appears 
to be a pastiche of disjointed bagatelles—but this humility 
of content belies boldness in form. A confession: not every-
thing you will hear tonight under the banner of Beethoven’s 
Sonata will actually be by Beethoven (gasp!); especially 
given the theme of tonight’s program, I take the “quasi una 
fantasia” subtitle as a mandate to fantasize a bit in the inter-
stices between movements, as Beethoven himself often did 
in the cadences of his works, however much it annoyed his 
colleagues. 

David Kaplan, pianist, has been called “excellent and ad-
venturous” by The New York Times, and praised by the 

The Boston Globe for “grace and fire” at the keyboard. He has 
appeared as soloist with numerous orchestras, including the 
Britten Sinfonia and Das Sinfonie Orchester Berlin, and has 
performed recitals at the Ravinia Festival, Sarasota Opera House, 
Washington’s National Gallery, Music on Main in Vancouver, 
and Strathmore. Kaplan’s New Dances of the League of David, 
a recital infusing Schumann’s Davidsbündlertänze with 16 new 
works by composers including Augusta Read Thomas, Marcos 
Balter, Caroline Shaw, and Andrew Norman was cited among 
the “Best Classical Music Performances of 2015” by The New 
York Times. For 2021, he commissions renowned composers 
Anthony Cheung and Christopher Cerrone for two works based 
on music written by one another. The new pair of works will be 
programmed among fantasy-form works from L. Couperin to 
Elliott Carter.

Balancing solo performances with meaningful collaborations, 
Kaplan has played with the Attacca, Ariel, Enso, Hausman, and 
Tesla String Quartets. As a core member of Decoda, the Affiliate 
Ensemble of Carnegie Hall, he performs frequently in New York’s 
most exciting venues, from the Metropolitan Museum of Art to 
National Sawdust, as well as creating innovative residencies as 
far away as Abu Dhabi, Mexico, and Scotland. He is a veteran of 
numerous distinguished chamber music festivals and series, such 
as the Seattle Chamber Music, Bard, and Mostly Mozart Festivals, 
the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, Chamber Music 
Northwest, and Barge Music. He is an alumnus of Tanglewood 
and the Ravinia-Steans Institute, and performs regularly as an 
alumnus of the Perlman Music Program, including with Itzhak 
Perlman at Miami’s Arsht Center. He serves as Co-Artistic Di-
rector of Lyrica Chamber Music, a community series in Morris 
County, NJ currently in its 34th season.

Kaplan has recorded for Naxos and Marquis Records, as well 
as with Timo Andres in the acclaimed disc, Shy and Mighty 
(2010), for Nonesuch. His recording of Ezra Laderman works for 
two pianos together with Greg Anderson was released in 2020 
on the Albany label. Kaplan was a student of the late Claude 
Frank, and previously studied with Walter Ponce and Miyoko 
Lotto. His mentors over the years have included Anton Kuerti, 
Richard Goode, and Emanuel Ax. He studied conducting at 
the Universität der Künste Berlin with Lutz Köhler, under the 
auspices of a Fulbright Fellowship from 2008-2010. The recipi-
ent of a DMA from Yale University in 2014, Kaplan earned his 
Bachelor from UCLA. Returning to serve on the faculty in 2016, 
he was appointed Assistant Professor of Piano in 2020.

David is proud to be a Yamaha Artist, preferring Yamaha and 
Bösendorfer pianos. When at home in Los Angeles, he enjoys 
practicing on his childhood piano, a 1908 Hamburg Steinway 
model A. Away from the keyboard, he loves cartooning and 
cooking, and is mildly obsessed with classic cars.
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Kimberly Ling        
Bill and Mary Lou Loper   
The Rev. and Mrs. David Miller   
James and Annabel Montgomery   
Christine F. Purcell   
Christopher and Mandy Roscoe       
Marilyn and Eric Schmitter   
Charles and Carol Smith   
Mark Cocharo       
Thomas Rohlf    
Colleen McAndrews and Rob Wood   
   
Subscriber ($375+)
Joe and Fran Aponte       
Jon and Pam Barry       
Michael Bedner           
Helen Bendix       
Miranda Brocki       
Margaret and Bernard Churchill       
James DeWitt  
John and Melanie Dwight      
Jean Eakins        
Robert and Evelyn Fowlks       
Reca Gerchick          
Jay Harwitt         
Bud and Mary Hoffman
Mac and Carolyn Holmes   
Rosalie and Daniel Huntington         
Susan and Jim Huser       
John and Barbara Ingram   
Sue and Dave Landers     
Colin and Sonja Langridge    
Sharon and John Light       
Donald and Mary Lloyd       
Peter and Pam Mann
John Martin and Teresa McCarty         
Kenneth Roehrs and Sara McGah       
Pam McGranahan         
James and Tracy Metzger
Drs. James and Eleanore Meyer   
Nicole and Michael Montgomery       
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Naef   
Richard and Ann Olsen   
Susan Reid       
Ira and Maureen Roth   
Michael Schwartz       
Michele Shafroth       
Linda N. Smith        
Christie Smith        
Reba Soffer
Ann Kelly and George Soneff   
Christine d’Arc Taylor       
Bobbi Thompson       
David and Nancy von Oeyen   

tMember ($200+)
Sheridan Bentson       
Elreen Bower   
Susan Carroll       
Claire Carpenter
Rachel Gallagher   
Patricia Griffith        
Doris Lyonga       
Fred Manaster       
Kathy May       
Linda Moffit   
James Mulally         
Sarah Newman
George Orr       
Kitty Podolsky
Karen Ridgley
Chris Schetter  
Marilyn Smith     
Nick and Kathryn Toghia        
Jeannie Tom       
Phoebe Vaccaro   
Christopher van Scoyk   
Brenn von Bibra       
Susanna Walters   
Ann Wang       
Jane Wykoff        

*Founding or sustaining members, St. Matthew’s Music Guild’s 
Choral Arts Initiative


